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Gifts for the Tech Junkie

Display: 12.3-inch PixelSense 
Display 
Resolution 2736x1824 (267 PPI) 
Aspect Ratio 3:2 
10 point multi-touch

Storage: 256GB Solid State Drive (SSD)

Warranty: 1-Year Limited

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5 7300U

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 620 

Memory: 8GB

Ports: Full-size USB 3.0 
microSD/microSDHC/MicroSDXC  
Card reader 
Combo Headphone/Mic jack 
Mini DisplayPort

Dock: Surface Connect

MFG# FJY-00001-EDU

Introducing the new Surface Pro
The most versatile laptop.

Additional Accessories
Description MFG# 

Surface Pro Type Cover FMN-00001 

Surface Pen V4 Stylus Commercial EYV-00001 
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Gifts for the Tech Junkie

ZIP Mobile Printer
Print 2x3in full-color prints directly from a mobile phone or tablet. Users 
experience smudge-proof photos and peel-back, sticky paper for extra 
fun. No Ink. No Hassles. No ink cartridges or ribbons to throw away. Prints 
in under a minute. Uses 2x3in Premium Paper.

MFG# POLMP01B

Experience the  
Instant Fun of Polaroid

Cube Camera
World’s cutest lifestyle action camera in tiny cubic package with 6MP CMOS sensor 
for crisp images, a selectable 720p or 1080p video rate, 124-degree wide-angle lens 
effortlessly captures big, vibrant scenes. The built-in rechargeable battery records 90 
continuous minutes per charge. The camera mounts magnetically or with a clip for a 
world of exciting action applications.

MFG# Color

POLC3BK Black 

POLC3BL Blue

POLC3R Red
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Gifts for the Tech Junkie

Everlasting Nylon Charge and Sync Cable 
The 10-foot Everlasting Nylon Charging Cable is long as a basketball hoop is high. Twice 
as long as OnHand’s standard charging cables and more than three times as long as a 
manufacturer’s 3-foot cable. With this cord, users can reach the outlet all the way across 
the room to charge and sync their Apple devices.

MFG# NCOH-8PBLK10F

Charge up with OnHand

Everlasting Nylon Cable NEW!
No more replacing torn and frayed cables! The Everlasting Nylon 
Cable USB-C is made from braided nylon for added strength and 
durability. Ditch the boring white cables and get this extra-long, 
5-foot cable to reach those far away plugs! 

MFG# Color

NCOH-TPC5BLK Black

NCOH-TPC5BLU Blue
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Gifts for the Tech Junkie

Neoprene Sleeve
Students can guard their device from daily 
abuse with a sleeve designed for sleek 
protection. The plush lining cushions their 
investment while the zippered pocket 
stores cords and accessories. 13in.

MFG# 3200729

Hayes Trend Sleeve
Original designs adorn this plush-lined 
sleeve, perfect for protecting a laptop  
without sacrificing style. The durable  
polyester material withstands users’  
ever-changing schedules and the  
three-quarter zipper opens wide for  
easy access. 15in.

MFG#3203370

Ibira Sleeve
Correlating textures and playful color 
accents give this protective laptop sleeve a 
stylish edge. The durable polyester material 
withstands an ever-changing schedule and 
the three-quarter zipper opens wide for 
easy access. 13in.

 MFG# 3203352 

Vault Briefcase
Offering superior protection and excellent 
storage, the Vault Breifcase protects valuable 
laptops with a suspended foam insert to 
keep it from coming into direct contact with 
the ground. Weight is distributed through 
custom padded straps. 12in.

MFG# TPCCX-143-1201 

Vertical Vault Messenger Bag
Offering unparalleled protection for your 
laptop with rugged style. Protect your 
laptop with a combination of impact-
absorbing foam and hardened shield 
inserts. 11in. 

MFG# TPCCX-172-1101 

Tech Pack
Features an extended storage compartment, 
protective PC sleeve, and lots of internal 
storage. Weight is distributed through 
custom padded straps. 16in.

MFG# TPBPX-115-2201 

Laptop Protection to Fit Any Style Protect Your Investment
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Gifts for the Avid Gamer

PlayStation 4 Console
The all new lighter and slimmer PlayStation4 system has a 1TB hard drive for all of the 
greatest games, TV, music, and more. Exclusive games take players on incredible journeys, 
from critically acclaimed indies to award-winning AAA hits. Something new and amazing is 
always in reach. They can find what they’re looking for and get it at the touch of a button via 
PlayStation entertainment options like PlayStation Vue and more.

MFG# 3002189 

PlayStation 4 Pro Console
Explore vivid game worlds with rich visuals heightened by PS4 Pro. Support for faster frame 
rates delivers super-sharp action for select PS4 games. With up to 4K streaming and 4K* 
auto-upscaling for video content. PS4 Pro plays all PS4 format games. Users can check 
PlayStation Store for games that take advantage of PS4 Pro specific features, or look for 
the ‘PS4 Pro Enhanced’ icon on software packaging. Features vary from title to title. Select 
features depend on the type of display connected to PS4 Pro. Vertical stand sold separately. 
PS Plus membership sold separately. 
*Compatible 4K display required as well as subscription to 4K-compatible content streaming service. PS4 Pro does not support 4K Blu-ray Discs. 
PS4 Pro provides auto-upscaling for standard Blu-ray Discs.

MFG# 3001510

Available Accessories

Description MFG#

VR Headset 3001560

DualShock 4 Controller 3001538

PlayStation VR Core Bundle 
with PlayStation Camera KT-VR-CAM

The best place to play
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Gifts for the Avid Gamer

Xbox One S Battlefield 1 Bundle + Extra Wireless Controller
This bundle includes: Xbox One S 500GB Console, full game download of Battlefield 
1, one month of EA Access, two Xbox Wireless Controllers, HDMI cable (4K capable), 
Power cable and a 14-day Xbox Live Gold Trial. Discover a world at war through an 
adventure-filled campaign or in epic multiplayer battles with up to 64 players on Xbox 
Live. Watch 4K Blu-Ray® movies and stream 4K content on Netflix and Amazon Video. 
Experience richer, more luminous colors in games and video with High Dynamic Range. 
Play over 100 console exclusives and a growing library of Xbox 360 games  
on Xbox One.

MFG# KT-XB1BTCON-DELL

Xbox One S Battlefield 1 Bundle 
This bundle includes: Xbox One S 500GB Console, full game download of Battlefield 
1, one month of EA Access, Xbox Wireless Controller, HDMI cable (4K capable), Power 
cable and a 14-day Xbox Live Gold Trial. Discover a world at war through an adventure-
filled campaign or in epic multiplayer battles with up to 64 players on Xbox Live. Watch 
4K Blu-Ray® movies and stream 4K content on Netflix and Amazon Video. Experience 
richer, more luminous colors in games and video with High Dynamic Range. Play over 
100 console exclusives and a growing library of Xbox 360 games on Xbox One.

MFG# ZQ9-00028 

Available Accessories
Description MFG#

Kinect for Xbox One Motion Sensor Wired GT3-00002

Xbox One Wireless Controller TF5-00001

Game On
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Gifts for the Avid Gamer

ReTrak Utopia 360 Virtual Reality 
Headset and Bluetooth® Remote
Experience a 360-degree world with this ReTrak 
Utopia 360 virtual reality headset. Users can stay 
entertained for hours thanks to hundreds of free apps, 
and feel comfortable the entire time with the memory 
foam head strap. Bluetooth technology lets them use 
this ReTrak Utopia 360 virtual reality headset to play 
favorite simulation games. 

MFG# ETVRC

Give the gift of innovation

ReTrak Utopia 360 Virtual Reality 
Headset Immersive Bundle
Step into a whole new realm of gaming with this 
360-degree Utopia VR bundle. The dual-adjust 
focus lets gamers view game streams clearly, and 
the Bluetooth® earbuds and controller let them play 
wirelessly. This Utopia VR bundle includes form-fitting 
cushions for a custom feel and fit, and it’s compatible 
with most smartphones.

MFG# ETVRCB
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Gifts for the Avid Gamer

Alienware Core Gaming 
Keyboard AW568
The iconic Alienware design brings 
an added layer of imposing style to a 
player’s set-up. Enhance any gaming 
experience with AlienFX—an RGB 
lighting system designed to bring users 
closer to the worlds they play in with 
dynamic lighting effects tied directly 
to the in-game action. N-key rollover, 
anti-ghosting, and 5 programmable 
macro key functions let users learn their 
keyboard like an instrument, conquering 
every match with pro-level reaction 
time. Brown switches are designed 
with all gamers in mind-from novice 
to expert. They deliver solid tactile 
feedback with low actuation force  
and low click noise.

MFG# 580-AGJS

Alienware Core Gaming 
Mouse AW558
Engineered for superior performance 
and comfort to get gamers deeper in 
the game. Players experience lightning-
fast response speed and sensitivity 
control with 5000 DPI, 100 IPS, 20G 
and 3 on-the-fly DPI settings, a feature 
that allows players to change DPI 
setting in the heart of the action. An 
extended grip offers thumb support 
and high-capacity Omron switches 
ensure reliable performance up to 10 
million clicks. And 9 programmable 
buttons create a more customizable 
gaming experience. 

MFG# 275-BBCP

Alienware Extra Large 
Gaming Mouse Pad
The Alienware Extra Large Gaming 
Mouse Mat allows for extra space when 
players need it most. Designed with 
enough space for both a keyboard 
and mouse. Whether it’s for gaming at 
home or on the road, the Alienware 
Extra Large Gaming Mouse Pad has 
them covered. The perfect addition for 
any gamer; with the iconic alien head 
logo on the front panel, the Alienware 
Mouse Mat is candy for the eye.

MFG# AWGMP1

Top Notch Gaming Accessories
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Gifts for the Audiophile

Wireless In-Ear Ear Piece with Mic
Created with the ambition to combine jewelry and function, the Ear 
Piece Wireless Bluetooth® headphones is the accessory users wear to 
turn heads. The Ear Piece is the perfect modern Bluetooth statement 
piece. Designed with faceted clean lines, refined metal looks, and 
a distinctive silhouette combined with a beautifully balanced sound 
experience, this addition to a wardrobe is the most justified accessory 
to date.

MFG# Color

7851 Black

7853 Sapphire

7850 White

The Accessory  
to Turn Heads
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Gifts for the Audiophile

Rock 4.1 Portable Bluetooth® Speaker
The Great Outdoors requires massive sound: NYNEs rugged Rock wireless Bluetooth 
speaker meets the challenge and then some! Featuring 65-watts of power, two 
midrange speakers, two tweeters, and a subwoofer, Rock packs a rock-hard punch!  
The sturdy rubberized finish and IPX-3 rating makes it perfect for tailgate parties, 
outdoor barbecues, and ATV adventures. Connect quickly via NFC one-touch or  
via Bluetooth 4.0. Use Rocks integrated microphone for hands-free calls.

MFG# ROCK

Rebel Portable Bluetooth® Speaker
The Rebel is all about having a good time and enjoying the moments. The Rebels 
built-in NFC one-touch connectivity and Bluetooth 4.0. make pairing with devices 
super simple. With the Rebels IPX-3 rating, users can go on splashing in the pool, at 
the lake or the beach and not worry about this speaker being splashed or sprayed.

MFG# REBEL 

Life Sounds Good
Edge Water Resistant Portable Bluetooth® Speaker
The NYNE Edge portable Bluetooth speaker allows users to get on the move with 
little effort. Clamp the NYNE Edge to handlebars, connect it to a device via Bluetooth 
or NFC touch, and hit the road for an all-day adventure. The 12-hour rechargeable 
battery makes sure there is no danger of running out of music or terrain to explore. 
Boasting an IPX-5 weather proof design, the Edge is prepared for rain or shine. NYNE 
Edge has multi-function LED light, complete with emergency strobe, an integrated 
charging USB port, a waterproof microphone and convenient on-board controls 
make hands-free calling and music search a snap. 

MFG# EDGEBLK 
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Gifts for the Audiophile

Portable Bluetooth® Wireless Speaker
Grab an earful with this EXTRA BASS wireless Bluetooth 
portable speaker that delivers deep, punching bass all day 
and night with up to 12 hours of battery life. Avoid party 
fouls with the water-resistant design. Even take calls and 
charge a smartphone with the built-in USB. It’s ready to hit 
the road with bass that hits.

MFG# Color

SRSXB3/BLUE Blue

SRSXB3/RED Red

Wireless Noise Cancelling  
Extra Bass Headphones
Hear nothing but the bass with these noise-cancelling, 
Bluetooth headphones with EXTRA BASS that deliver 
powerful, clear sound, wireless freedom and up to 22 
hours of battery life. Users find the perfect sound for each 
song with the Sony Headphones Connect app, while they 
enjoy broad frequency response for the ultimate listening 
experience. Even take hands-free calls with the built-in mic. 
Quiet has never sound so good.

MFG# Color

MDRXB950N1/B Black

MDRXB950N1/G Green

Extra Bass Without the Wires
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Gifts for the Audiophile

EarCanz TRU Wireless In-Ear Earbuds
Users can set their playlist free with EarCanz TRU Earbuds from 808, the 
TRUely wireless earbuds with no strings attached. No wires give users the 
freedom to stream their music via Bluetooth from any device, while enjoying 
hands-free calling with a built-in microphone. Go the extra mile with up to 
3.5 hours of playtime. Comfortable and lightweight, EarCanz TRU provide  
an enhanced listening experience that is perfect for any playlist. 808 EarCanz 
TRU are the perfect earbuds for the on-the-go lifestyle.

MFG# HPA225BK

Audio for the perfect price

TL2 Wireless Speaker 
Enjoy music wirelessly with the precision tuned dual-speaker system, including a bass 
radiator for huge sound. The 10-hour battery life and aux input ensures users will always 
be rocking. An anodized aluminum cabinet and EQ bass boost set this speaker apart.

MFG# SP902BK 
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Gifts for the Audiophile

HESH 3
With up to 22 hours of rechargeable battery life and Bluetooth® connectivity, 
Hesh 3 Wireless is designed with a noise-isolating fit for comfortable all-day 
listening. The convenient foldable design, powerful high-end audio drivers, 
and quality materialization make this the perfect over-ear headphone for any 
occasion or type of music. Rapid charge functionality provides 4 hours of play 
time after 10 minutes of charge.

MFG# Color

S6HTW-K033 Black/Black/Black 

S6HTW-K613 Red/Red/Red

Cut the cord with Bluetooth®

CRUSHER WIRELESS
Crusher Wireless delivers powerful, dual-channel haptic bass. 
And with up to 40 hours of battery life, users can enjoy days of 
Bluetooth® listening before needing to plug in.

MFG# Color

S6CRW-K590 Grey/Tan/Grey 

S6CRW-K591 Black/Coral/Black 
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Gifts for the Audiophile

Flip 4 Bluetooth® Speaker
JBL Flip 4 is the next generation in the award-winning Flip series; it is a 
portable Bluetooth speaker that delivers surprisingly powerful stereo sound. 
The compact speaker is powered by a 3000mAh rechargeable Li-ion 
battery that offers 12 hours of continuous, high-quality audio playtime. 
Sporting durable, waterproof fabric materials that are available in 6 vibrant 
colors, Flip 4 is the all-purpose, all-weather companion that takes the 
party everywhere. It also features a built-in noise and echo cancelling 
speakerphone for crystal clear conference calls, and JBL Connect+ 
technology that can wirelessly links more than 100 JBL Connect+  
enabled speakers together to amplify the listening experience.

MFG# Color

JBLFLIP4BLKAM Black

JBLFLIP4BLUAM Blue

JBLFLIP4GRYAM Gray

JBLFLIP4WHTAM White

All-purpose, all-weather companion
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Gifts for the Fitness & Lifestyle Gurus

Premium Printed Yoga Mat
Adding delicate detail to a daily yoga 
practice featuring a light tack, non-slip 
surface that is ideal for every class, 
whether at home, in the studio, or both. 
Extra-thick to keep yogis stable and 
supported while helping to protect their  
joints during intense postures and 
movements. Manufactured free of the top 
six harmful phthalates, this mat is a healthy 
choice for both the planet and its users.

MFG# 05-61548

Easy Cinch Yoga Mat Sling
A perfect combination of comfort 
and function, it’s a great update to the 
traditional sling. Durable nylon strap with 
metal D-ring sliders slips over mats easily 
to accommodate any mat size. Plus, it’s 
the perfect add-on purchase for a yoga 
mat. 

MFG# 05-61346

Earthscapes Fresco Twist and 
Go Vacuum Bottle
It’s hard to beat nature for pure, breathtaking 
visuals. Stainless steel inside and out with 
vacuum insulation to keep drinks cold for 
hours. A two-way twist off lid that lets users 
open at the top to drink, or twist off at the neck  
to add ice or fill up faster. Keeps drinks cold 
for 10 hours and iced 18 hours. Leak-proof. 
Car-cup friendly. BPA-free.

MFG# 10-02864-030

 

Stainless Steel  
Vacuum Tumbler 
It’s hard to beat nature for pure, breathtaking 
visuals. Stainless steel inside and out with 
vacuum insulation to keep drinks cold for 
hours. Sip through a straw or drink through 
the lid. Keeps drinks cold 8 hours and iced  
for 32 hours. Car-cup friendly. BPA-free.

MFG# 10-02959-002

Find the Perfect Mat(ch)
Celebrate the outdoors 
with new drinkware
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Gifts for the Fitness & Lifestyle Gurus

Pinner Classic Longboard
With a pintail shape that is most 
common among cruiser longboards 
on the streets, it is perfectly suited for 
carving and cruising while the length 
and mellow concave make it easy to 
have a relaxing ride. 

• 9x40in

•  Resin-8 hard rock maple

•  Mellow concave with kick tail

•  180mm Slant reverse kingpin 
trucks

•  70mm 78a wheels

•  Clear broadcast grip

•  Raised ink print under red foil

MFG# 10525187-REDFOIL

Geminon Kick Cruiser
Symmetrical twin shape with small 
kicks at each end for added options 
when freeriding. Drop through 
mounted trucks increase stability by 
lowering the center of gravity and 
a thick 9-ply construction promises 
speed-stiff response. 

• 10x35in

•  Resin-8 hard rock maple

•  Slight side-to-side concave

•  180mm Slant reverse kingpin 
trucks

•  70mm 83a wheels

•  Clear broadcast grip

• Silver foil deck

MFG# 10525235-SILVRD

Big Blazer Cruiser
Longer wheelbase version of the 
Blazer with built-in bottle opener. 
Griptape is printed and recycled. 

• 9.25x32in

•  Resin-7 hard rock maple

•  Mellow concave with kick tail

•  6in. Slant trucks

•  62mm 83a wheels

•  Printed griptape

•  Built-in bottle opener

MFG# 10525195-BLAZRED

Seasons Shreddings
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

PopSocket Cell Phone Accessory
Add a single PopSocket, or a pair of PopSockets, to 
the back of almost any mobile device to transform its 
capabilities. PopSockets “pop” whenever users need a 
grip, a stand, an earbud-management system, or just 
something to play with.

MFG# Color

101230 American Flag

101120 Arabesque

101253 Aztec Mandala

101000 Black

101390 Blue Nebula

101026 Hibiscus

101128 Pakwan

101689 Sugar Skull

A Grip for Your Phone

Hibiscus

Sugar Skull

Blue Nebula

Pakwan
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

Audio for All

Jelleez Earbuds with Mic
Jelleez Stereo Earbuds feature exciting colors that feature a soft 
comfortable design. With advanced soft gel earpieces, Maxell’s Jelleez 
Stereo Earbuds fit securely, yet comfortably, in ear for superior audio 
performance and state-of-the-art wear ability. Advancements in ear 
piece material have enabled Maxell to offer users the finest combination 
of audio performance and comfort for extended enjoyment of portable 
music players.

MFG# Color

191569 Black

191568 Blue

191571 Pink

191570 Purple

BUILT-IN MICROPHONE  
FOR HANDS-FREE CALLS!
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

Universal TV Mounting Bracket
HUK TV Mount is a two-bracket fixed mounting system 
designed with ease of use, limited space or portability 
in mind. Perfect for any small space such as dorm 
rooms, garages, apartments or simply anyplace users 
enjoy watching TV, it is unlike any other TV mount 
on the market since it does not require drilling into 
walls and causing damage. HUK is perfect for lofted 
beds, railings, ladders, bars, and other objects. HUK 
is manufactured in America using the highest quality 
aircraft grade aluminum that is anodized to military 
specifications.

MFG# HUK00DS

The Perfect Stocking Stuffer
Jelly Belly features over 100 flavors attracting every taste bud. 
All Jelly Belly jelly beans are OU Kosher, gluten free, peanut 
free, dairy free, fat free, and vegetarian friendly, making them 
the most universally loved candy. 3.5oz bags.

MFG# Flavor

66110 20 Flavors

66120 Fruit Bowl 

66152 Sours

66115 Tropical Mix

TV MOUNTS

TM

Just Huk It
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

Command Adhesive Display Ledge
Students can dress up their blank walls with 
clean and simple ledges to display small decor. 
Using the revolutionary Command Adhesive, 
these hold strongly on a variety of surfaces 
including: paint, wood, tile, and more. Removes 
cleanly leaving no holes, marks, sticky residue, 
or stains. Rehanging is as easy as applying a 
replacement Mounting Strip so users can take 
down, move, and reuse them again and again! 
Includes: (8) Medium Replacement Strips.

MFG#  Color

HOM23Q-2ES Quartz

HOM23S-2ES Slate

Adult Coloring Book
A fun, small size that is great for coloring 
on-the-go and everywhere else! Each 
book features designs ranging from easy 
to complex. Printed on one side and 
perforated for easy removal and display.

MFG# Description

BCCBWH1 Happy

BCCBBL1 Calm 

Conte Colored Pencils
Perfect for adult coloring, these colored 
pencils are wood-free and easy-to-sharpen 
with break-resistant leads. They provide 
smooth coverage of the vibrant colors with 
effortless glide. Non-toxic.

MFG# BCAPP121

Conte Felt Tipped Pen
The fine tip markers provide smooth 
coverage of the vibrant colors with 
effortless glide, perfect for adult coloring. 
The ink is water-based non-toxic and 
provides extended cap-off time.

MFG# BCAMP101

Display Gifts with 3M
Add Color to Your  
Holiday Season with BIC

Command Adhesive 
Picture Ledge
Great for displaying framed  
photos and small decorations with 
no tools required. Using the 
revolutionary Command Adhesive, 
these hold strongly on a variety of surfaces including: 
paint, wood, tile, and more. Removes cleanly leaving no 
holes, marks, sticky residue, or stains. Rehanging is as easy 
as applying a replacement Mounting Strip so users can take 
down, move, and reuse them again and again! Includes: (10) 
Medium Replacement Strips.

MFG#  Color

HOM21S-ES Black

HOM21Q-ES White
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